HOUSE RULES	
  
Dear guests!
This home has personality and history. We therefore ask you to observe
the following house rules:
1) The whole house is a non-smoking area. We therefore ask
smokers also not to smoke by windows or in hallways, but to use
the courtyard – an ashtray can be found under the shed roof on
the wall.
2) Please use candles and incense only with extreme caution! The
house has an audible smoke detector, which is wirelessly linked
with other smoke detectors in the house so that a high-pitched
whistle can be triggered on all detectors. Please NEVER use
incense and candles just below a smoke detector and ALWAYS
extinguish them when leaving the room.
3) Since the key supplied to you opens a security lock and secures
the gate, door and apartment, a formula has to be filled in, your
personal adress (and the passport number) are needed.
4) We ask that you always close and lock the house doors and
the gate whenever you leave the house!
5) Quiet time is from 22:00 to 8:00. Please respect your neighbors'
peace, especially when coming and going and when playing the
radio or CD player.
6) Damage to house and household items is to be reported
immediately (in person or via SMS text message to NiNi).
7) The apartment has WiFi via the power lines. We ask you to plug it
in only when you use the Internet and hold the box from the sides.
8) Space for shoes and coats is intentionally provided IN the
apartment so that they stay warm in winter. If shoes and coats are
very wet, we ask you to leave them in the hallway.

9) We ask you to wear slippers, because the wooden floor of the
apartment is antique and despite proper care, it is possible that
splinters could form or nails could come out. Walking barefoot is
therefore at your own risk.
10) Extra blankets or special pillows can be requested if
necessary. We ask that requests of this type are made in advance
if you come back to stay with us again.
11) We ask you to help us in separating waste. In the apartment,
separate collection of paper, plastic, glass and other waste is
possible. Cans and special waste can also be disposed of. Please
avoid clogging our toilet drains with feminine hygiene products.
12) We ask that you leave wet towels and garments on the drying
rack to avoid damage to our chairs.
13) For hygienic reasons please do not place suitcases on the
beds.
14) Use a little - leave a little: We want you to feel comfortable here,
so you will find various toiletries in the bathroom cabinet. If you
use any or take any with you we kindly request a donation in the
box provided.
Not every book is of personal meaning to me, but there are many
I would dearly miss. Books from the library can borrowed or
purchased (please ask NiNi!).
15) Airing an old house: Please open windows and apartment door
plus the hallway window at least 3 times per day to allow crossventilation.
16) Please place requests and suggestions in our box! We will take
care of it as soon as possible.
We wish you a pleasant stay and would be happy if you recommend us
and come back for another visit!

NiNi and her team
	
  

